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1. Summary 

of the BBC’s
equested by the Secretary of State in her letter of 

16th June to the Chairman. It provides: 

oundaries for the
dium and changes in the way that the organisation 

to their

a new approach towards external providers, aiming to source at least 25% of 
better linking with

othe

a stronger, more transparent and objective system of governance, with 

management reinforced with analytical 

Value Test to significant new
investments by the Board of Governors 

ce is

T ilip Graf’s
review, all of which relate to the way in which the BBC conducts itself in delivering its 
public purposes.   Graf’s concerns can be summed up as the need for: 

• d communication of the purpose and strategic direction of the 
service

• atic approach to partnerships with the industry, in areas from 
external commissioning through to content linking 

• More systematic consideration of potential market impact when making 
investment decisions 

• More effective oversight of the way in which the service addresses its purposes 
(e.g. Governance). 

This paper sets out the Governors’ response to the independent review
online service by Philip Graf, as r

a revised remit, which provides stronger direction and tighter b
BBC’s use of the internet me
approaches investment decisions with greater consideration given
potential market impact (Section 2) 

eligible content spend by the end of 2006/07, and proposing
r websites and partnerships with other providers (Section 3) 

o Governors’ independence from
support and external expertise

o Formal application of a Public

o A process for handling any complaints that the BBC’s servi
operating beyond its remit (Section 4). 

ogether, these proposals address the principal concerns raised in Ph

Greater clarity an

A more system
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The Governors believe that the new remit, the new initiatives and policie
strengthened model for Governors’ oversight, will ensure that ma

s, and the
nagement delivers

an online service more focused on delivering the BBC’s public purposes.
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2. The remit for the BBC’s online service 

the BBC to
ervice has

io programmes
racting over
graphics,

the audience,
itated by the BBC for its many

diverse audiences. As a powerful third medium, the BBC’s online service continues 

cessfully create public value through
t online consent was
a very broad
nature of the objectives set for the BBC’s online service: 

• tent

• To use the Internet to forge a new relationship with licence fee payers and 

guide media environment

rther elaborated, the emphasis then
n setting definitive

rer and
stronger boundary be put around the BBC’s online activities in a new remit. This new 
remit has been informed by the BBC’s experiences to date in serving licence payers’ 
online needs, as well as reflecting Philip Graf’s conclusions. It comprises four distinct 
elements, or cornerstones, of the service. Three of these relate to the objectives 
defined in the original consent, but which have been updated and expanded to reflect 
the development of the market and to provide more clarity and focus. The fourth 

2.1. Introduction 
The internet has proved to be a powerful and flexible third medium for
serve its licence fee payers alongside television and radio. The online s
grown from providing supplementary information on television and rad
to being an information and entertainment destination in its own right, att
10 million regular users, providing them with over 2 million pages of text,
and audio visual content. bbc.co.uk has created new relationships with
from simple interactions to complex conversations facil

to provide opportunities to create public value for our audiences. 

However, the extent to which the BBC could suc
his new medium was less apparent in 1998, when the original
greed. The drafting of the consent reflected this uncertainty, in the

To act as an essential resource offering wide-ranging, unique con

strengthen accountability 

• To provide a home for licence fee payers on the Internet and act as a trusted 
to the new

Although each of these three objectives was fu
was on encouraging the BBC’s use of the new medium, rather tha
boundaries for its use.

2.2. The revised remit for the BBC’s online service 
Given the development of the market it is now appropriate that a clea

4



element reflects the BBC’s more cautious approach to investment which will at all
times weigh up the potential to create public value against the impact on the market.

The

es through the provision of innovative 

2. Promoting and using the Internet to develop a deeper relationship with licence 

rting point on the Internet from which licence fee payers can 
e to the new

ronment

k of negative

These four elements should be read in conjunction with the detailed account of how 
elow.

2.2.1. Serving the BBC’s public purposes through provision of innovative and 

The new remit focuses on tasking bbc.co.uk to deliver the BBC’s five public 
p

• ding trusted
ation that helps citizens make sense of the world

• tive value: enriching the UK’s cultural life by bringing talent and 
eritage, and

• g audiences of every age a world of formal and informal
educational opportunity in every medium, to help build a society strong in 
knowledge and skills 

• Social and community value: enabling the UK’s many communities to see what 
they hold in common and how they differ, to build social cohesion and tolerance 
through greater understanding 

four elements, or cornerstones, of the new remit are: 

1. Serving the BBC’s five public purpos
and distinctive online content, available to all 

fee payers and strengthen accountability 

3. Providing a sta
develop their use of the new medium, and acting as a trusted guid
media envi

4. At all times balancing the potential for public value against the ris
market impact. 

bbc.co.uk will use these to deliver public value in sections 2.2.1-2.2.4, b

distinctive online content, available to all

urposes:

Democratic value: supporting civic life and national debate by provi
and impartial news and inform
and encourages them to engage with it 

Cultural and crea
audiences together to break new ground, to celebrate our cultural h
to broaden the national conversation 

Educational value: offerin

5



• most trusted
and information, and by showcasing the best of 

British culture to a global audience. 

ted by the
lue, social and

ity value, and global value – but using the characteristics and capabilities of 
the new medium to align the type of content investment with the specific public 

BBC’s experience to date, delivering democratic value and educational 
value will be the priority purposes for bbc.co.uk. This also reflects Philip Graf’s 
conclusion that: 

of value to the

e in the
delivery of democratic and educational value online. In these areas, the publishing 

vital and
io and television.

nt – original
than other

and radio
programmes. The BBC will, therefore, reduce the volume of published content 

elivering
support, though the

BBC will still offer published content including text which it creates as a natural 

To maximise public value, however, the BBC also aims to make its content available 
to the widest possible audience – wherever or whenever they require it.

To deliver innovative and distinctive content and achieve this element of the new 
remit, the BBC will: 

• Provide a news and information online service aimed primarily at creating 
democratic value and civic engagement and consisting primarily of text, images, 

Global value: supporting the UK’s global role by being the world’s
provider of international news

The online service will contribute to all five sources of public value crea
BBC – democratic value, cultural and creative value, educational va
commun

purpose.

Based on the

“the BBC… should prioritise news, current affairs, information
citizen, and education”

Content with a high informational element has proved particularly effectiv

model of original journalism, text, graphics, audio and video plays a
complementary role to the BBC’s delivery of these purposes on rad

In delivering cultural and social value, however, BBC published conte
journalism, text, graphics, audio and video - has proved less effective
online or broadcast media, except in providing support for television

created specifically for the online service where bbc.co.uk is clearly not d
either democratic or educational value, or offering programme

consequence of television or radio production.
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graphics, audio and video clips.  This will complement the BBC’s broadcast news

• n, parents and
ning, using text,

cs, audio and video clips, interactive applications and user-

• h creates
lve the

facilitate local
interactive

umption to
active participation online while reassuring them of the privacy and safety of their 

s such as

• or children, to
cted towards

d promoting safer use of the wider internet 

• past and
present, potentially delivering against all five purposes but most likely to provide 
cultural and creative value

• et medium
rvices,

ative value

• Create networks of content – aggregating text, images, graphics, audio, video, as 
nitiatives such

p cross-
ch contribute to

• n offer
nd original online material).   The context will include navigation, 

portal pages, links to other content and other web sites, ways of ordering content, 
filters, search engines and tools, recommendation services, tools to enable 
sorting, saving, adding and other data manipulation 

• Provide content based directly on original TV and radio programmes (content-rich 
online factsheets)

coverage across all subject areas, including sports and local news 

Invest in content that creates educational value for schools, childre
teachers and for adults pursuing both formal and informal lear
images, graphi
generated content

Encourage user-generated content, with a priority for material whic
democratic, educational, social and community value. This will invo
provision of a network of local information and factual content to
community building. Further, the BBC will foster a ‘learning curve’ of
engagement, encouraging audiences to move from passive cons

contributions. This is especially important for vulnerable audience
children

Continue to develop, as a key priority, a comprehensive service f
ensure availability of British content for children on the internet, dire
learning outcomes an

Offer on demand access to BBC television and radio programming,

Explore new ways of exploiting the unique characteristics of the intern
to provide innovative and distinctive entertainment content and se
originated specifically for the internet and delivering cultural and cre

well as interactivity and user-generated context – to support major i
as WW2 Peoples War or Fat Nation. The BBC will continue to develo
media propositions with television/radio and online aspects, whi
all five sources of public value

Increase investment in the provision of context for all of the content o
(programmes a
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• Contribute to the BBC’s creation of global value:

ernational-facing
ttracting the

g beyond
ough the BBC is also seeking to recover distribution costs from

ebate about
ence, from the

lution of the relationship between the Islamic world and the West, to
global and local approaches to the HIV/Aids pandemic or to international 
trade.

relationship with
ee payers and strengthen accountability

Philip Graf noted that online is not yet perceived as a satisfactory medium for 
nt of

A goal of the online service is to allow licence fee payers to feed back their views to 
blishing the

the BBC’s

audiences,
mmunities

ing audiences

diences feel
comfortable using online tools – message boards, e-mail, chat – in offering feedback 
to the BBC. Building media literacy and providing more inclusive, easy-to-use 
feedback options are, therefore, immediate priorities.

A more inclusive approach targeting increased media literacy will also promote the 
aim of deeper relationships around community and content.

o As a global content platform – most significantly for the int
News service, paid for by the World Service, but also by a
international audiences who come to our UK-targeted offerin
News (th
those users). 

o As a global platform for engagement – stimulating a global d
the issues of most significance in the lives of our global audi
evo

2.2.2. Promoting and using the Internet to develop a deeper
licence f

feedback and the Governors agree that this should remain a key eleme
bbc.co.uk’s remit.

the BBC on current and future programmes, services, and strategy. Pu
resulting dialogue between the BBC and its audiences helps to improve
accountability and responsiveness to audience concerns.

In addition, the service aims to develop a deeper relationship with BBC
by enabling communication, exchange of ideas and experience within co
and between those with shared passions and interests, and by lett
access and contribute content.

A key barrier in achieving more accountability is the extent to which au

8



The priorities under this element of the remit can therefore be summarised as 
f

• ee of media
ely on

Instead, it will
le in the form

sue or
evelop a

ement to increase media literacy amongst our 
ssage boards, chat

• its
ative

ve Archive will
ors. The BBC

ustry, but this
our audiences

• novation by
ir needs and
llow, BBC
, like the

ome the core of
exemplified

’s in-house development
teams to share development plans with their peers and audiences. In a similar 

ork in
with expert

ill enable

• d to making
greater use of bbc.co.uk as a key part of the Board’s commitment to a stronger 
connection with licence payers. A dedicated website will allow Governors to give 
a more open account of how they have acted in the interest of licence payers. But 
it will do more than this: it will be a dynamic site, helping Governors to engage 
directly with audiences in order to take greater account of their views on a wide 
range of topics and issues. The introduction of online surgeries where people can 

ollows:

A more inclusive, simpler approach: Until there is a higher degr
literacy across much of the online audience, the BBC will not solely r
complex and advanced community tools such as message boards.
find simpler ways to capture and reflect user feedback - for examp
of one-click interactions, such as voting on a news or current affairs is
rating the content on an entertainment site. In parallel, the BBC will d
‘learning curve’ of interactive engag
audiences, and prepare them for a future re-emphasis on me
rooms and other complex interactive tools 

More open access to content: The BBC will foster more openness in
relationship with the audience, by opening up content archives for cre
manipulation, production and distribution. The provision of a Creati
encourage the development of a new generation of media innovat
has historically been a major training resource for the UK media ind
can extend beyond the workforce of the corporation itself and to

More support for user communities: The BBC will support social in
encouraging users’ efforts to build sites and projects that meet the
those of their communities. Where market impact considerations a
management will provide access to core infrastructure applications
postcoder database at the heart of iCan, which can in turn bec
new social applications created by our users, for our users. This is
through plans for Backstage, a public site for the BBC

way to Google’s Labs test-site, this will be a place to demonstrate w
progress, share expertise and invite contributions and collaboration
users. The BBC will also be committed to using open standards that w
users to find and repurpose BBC content in more flexible ways

More formal feedback options to Governors: Governors are committe
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engage directly with Governors will also enable the Governors to be held to
account by a wider group of the BBC’s stakeholders. 

primary
telephone

ts. For some,
of community

tools may become the primary vehicles for communicating with the BBC, creating a 
stronger sense of BBC accountability and responsiveness to audience feedback. 

fee payers
an develop their use of the new medium, and acting as a trusted guide to

the new media environment
T een stated as
b

• them and arm
users with the tools which will enable them to make the most of them 

ey need.

The Governors wish to express more clearly how this element of the remit will be 
a the online
e

• s easy to
lates

• e frequent and more consistent linking to
content and services provided by others on the internet, through our search 
engine and through the provision of links throughout our own service 

• Increasing efforts to raise levels of media literacy among the UK population, 
helping audiences get online and, once online, helping them learn them how to 
judge the accuracy and value of internet content 

The BBC will continue to explore the potential of the internet to form the
conduit for audience feedback and dialogue with the BBC. For many, the
is still considered a more appropriate route for complaints and commen
e-mail is gradually becoming accepted. Longer term, the broad range

2.2.3. Providing a starting point on the Internet from which licence
c

he BBC’s aims under the third objective of the original consent had b
eing to:

Inform users about the implications of new media capabilities for

• Offer an independent and trusted guide to the Internet, and to 

• Enable users to develop the skills, confidence and understanding th

chieved: The BBC will support and encourage the licence fee payer in
nvironment through three areas of investment or activity: 

Ensuring that the BBC’s own content is as widely available and a
navigate as possible, with consistent branding and navigation temp

Acting as a trusted guide by offering mor

10



Creating a consistent, easy to use experience across all our service
Journeys around the BBC site should be easy to learn, use and remem
content should be accessible quickly to as man

s
ber, and

y people as possible, regardless of
hardware, software, location, disability or circumstance. 

ent is accessible from an
increasing array of devices - on mobile phones and TV set-top boxes, on games 
consoles and on all varieties of internet-connected devices. 

In its role as trusted guide, bbc.co.uk will direct audiences to content and services 
d provision of

or offensive sites and
material while enabling them to find precisely what they are looking for quickly and 

es, and the
s.

Section 3.2, below, sets out a change in bbc.co.uk’s policy on linking – in summary, 
that the BBC provide a more open internet service, directing 

xist.

edia literacy projects to help people understand how to 
judge the quality and integrity of internet content. By linking with the best of the 
internet, bbc.co.uk will point users towards a trusted network of content, and will 

upport for those online audiences who need it. bbc.co.uk has recently
t for the young

Driving Digital UK 
The BBC’s online service will be tasked with making a substantial contribution 
towards 100% digital UK. This entails a continued emphasis on direct contribution 
towards online take-up, such as: 

• Investment in services like the Open Centres and Community Buses which take 
online access directly to the audience 

To achieve this, the BBC must ensure that its cont

Better integration with services outside the BBC 

provided by others.   This will be achieved in part through the continue
a web search service which protects users from inappropriate

efficiently.  The service currently incorporates 12,000 recommended sit
BBC will continue to monitor and recommend appropriate external site

the Governors intend
audiences to high quality external content and services wherever they e

Increasing Media Literacy 
The BBC will also invest in m

provide extra s
launched a children’s search service to provide a safe environmen
and vulnerable to explore the web. 

11



• s-media campaigns and learning resource which encourages
audiences to get online 

ct ways
s the BBC said

alue, the organisation is committed to working with others to 
make online and broadband more affordable and accessible. Examples of such 
partnerships could be: 

• access to BBC

• with manufacturers to create a standard for cheap PCs and cheap
vision, radio

focused on
gital divide.

oadband take
up through investment in the distinctive services outlined above in section 2.2.1. 

risk of

Philip Graf concluded that it was not possible to prove or disprove that bbc.co.uk had 
uring that the

r public value

As a part of the evaluation of its future role expressed in Building Public Value, the 
ate public

n by the Board
escribed below

in Section 4: Governance.

The Governors believe the BBC must take particular care over the areas of online 
activity in which it invests because the internet is a developing medium; the 
respective roles of public and private investment are still not clear, the number of 
potential providers is increasing and the market impact of the BBC’s activities is 

 The Webwise cros

However, it will also entail exploration into new and perhaps more indire
through which the BBC’s online service can contribute to this goal. A
in Building Public V

Working with educational institutions and libraries to give people
content via their computing facilities 

Working
broadband set-top boxes which can receive all BBC services – tele
and online 

In setting priorities for our work in this area, the BBC will be particularly
those audiences who risk being stranded on the wrong side of the di

Finally, and perhaps most important, the BBC will drive online and br

2.2.4 At all times balancing the potential for public value against the
negative market impact

had an adverse market impact. The Governors are committed to ens
organisation at all times takes account of, and balances, the potential fo
against the risk of negative impact on other players in the market.

BBC has given careful thought to the way it will ensure its services cre
value.   In that document, BBC management proposed the applicatio
of Governors of a Public Value Test (PVT) to its services, which is d

12



particularly hard to identify.

l Public Value
value

estment decisions
more widely. As part of this, BBC management will make its own public value 

of a new site or
tension to an existing site, and will regularly review the ongoing 

service, to ensure the balance is still right between public value and any potential 

proach to
e for money.

t industry best
s area. First,

C benchmark its
, more

to Governors and to the market will enable better 
external scrutiny, and create greater pressure to improve efficiency.   A central 

eting continued improvements in the key value-for-money 

g the
principles of the test.  At an aggregate level, the online service clearly creates public 

act, the Governors
tive impact of

organisation works

BBC investment in
individual elements of the online service, through a comparative assessment of over 
ninety individual areas of online activity.   This analysis compares the BBC’s 
provision and the services offered by commercial operators, focusing on the ways in 
which the BBC’s services are distinctive and on identification of areas where the 
market impact of the BBC’s services might be high.  The outcome of this process will 
be changes to individual elements of the current online proposition. 

While it will be the Board of Governors which applies the full, forma
Test to new services or significant changes to existing services, a public
framework will be adopted across the organisation to influence inv

assessments of each new development planned, such as the launch
a significant ex

market impact.

The second aspect of BBC management’s new public value-based ap
investment is its continued commitment to delivering efficiency and valu
The BBC has always aimed to ensure that its online activities reflec
practice. Two initiatives will help deliver improved performance in thi
increased external commissioning (see section 3.1) will help the BB
internal production operations, setting a baseline for efficiency. Second
detailed performance reporting

element of this will be targ
benchmarks, including cost per user.

Building on steps already taken 
BBC management has already been examining its online proposition usin

value.    However, in light of the difficulty of assessing market imp
have determined that the BBC should seek to reduce the potential nega
its online activity through some significant changes in the way the
with the market.  These are described in section 3. 

In addition, Governors asked that management examines

13



The review has already resulted in the closure of some sites, because th
either too similar to non-BBC sites, or because the

ey were
ir value to audiences was believed

insufficient relative to the risk of negative market impact:
t the end of the current Premiership season) 
fing

Games portal - /games 

ardening,
he BBC’s service

is focusing more on the provision of content which is closely linked to programmes.
s and

will announce before Christmas this year, will 
take the total cuts to bbc.co.uk to around 10% of the online content budget. The 

the purposes of

sked with
becoming more clearly distinctive. The Films site is now focused on educating 

ences to
he site has

d short films.

There will also be changes in the way that the BBC’s network of local Where I Live 
sites operate. Where I Live sites will work more effectively with other local news and 
information providers, sourcing or sharing content and reducing duplication where 
there are areas of overlap such as local listings. 

Fantasy Football (a
Surfing portal - /sur
Listings portal - /events 

Pure Soap soap opera site - /puresoap 

Significant cutbacks have also been made to BBC investment in Music, G
Science and Nature, Antiques and Motoring. In the Lifestyle area, t

Investment in non-educational games has also been cut. Further closure
reductions, which BBC management

funds released will be re-invested in projects more closely aligned to
the BBC as set out in Building Public Value.

In addition to the process of cutbacks, some sites/genres have been ta

people about the creative process of film-making and on enabling audi
share their own films and film-related content. Over the past 6 months, t
launched “One Minute Movies” which showcases audience-contribute

14



3. Working Better with the New Media Industry 

tment plans
C’s relationships

with the internet market.   Together, they will improve the contribution the BBC 
makes to a vibrant UK internet market, as well as creating value for licence fee 
payers.   These initiatives are: 

• is sourced from
6/07

• , more systematic model for linking from BBC content to third parties,
ience’s online

• A new approach to partnership in the internet environment, intended to deliver 
greater public value to licence fee payers and to position the BBC as an open 

isations, helping them to achieve their goals. 

In addition to the new public value-based approach to bbc.co.uk’s inves
described above, three further initiatives will aim to improve the BB

Raising the proportion of the BBC’s eligible online content which
outside the organisation to a minimum level of 25% by value, by 200

A new
placing more emphasis on bbc.co.uk as a starting point for the aud
journey

resource for other organ

3.1 External Commissioning
in-house

t ourced.

I issioning of
c

• Draw on a wider range of creative and technical talent for the benefit of the BBC’s 
audiences

tment

• Contribute to the development of the wider new media production sector 

3.1.1 Overall targets 
The BBC will source at least 25% of eligible online content from outside the BBC by 
financial year 2006/07.  This means an overall investment of around £12m in 
2006/07, up 70% from the current figure of £7m.  2005/06 will be a transitional year, 

The majority of the BBC’s internet service investment goes to BBC
production capacity.  The most significant single element of external spend is on 
echnical services – hosting and distribution activities which are now outs

n future, the Governors will set a clear target for the external comm
ontent and services for the internet, and thereby:

• Deliver greater efficiency, through greater competition for BBC inves

15



with the external spend rate reaching at least 25% by year-end. The Governors will
report on performance against this target annually. 

of the
ntent is specified

standards of
ket for online is also

different in that it spans a broad range of types of supplier, and includes a deep pool 

e these differences, the benefits to the BBC and to the licence fee payer of 
external commissioning are still clearly available.   However, the BBC proposes to 

e television
m

F clude both:

• issioned in
their entirety from external providers 

luding editorial
ch as travel

quota will
the investment

ens).

ion quota,
peration is necessary to ensure the delivery of BBC News values 

le that apply to
d of scope for

a single, integrated source for our News services apply equally to online, and the 
BBC therefore will also exclude News and News-related content (Sports News, local 
News) from the quota. 

After these exclusions, the total eligible activity to which our quota will apply is 
around £45m, of which £7m is already spent outside the BBC.   The 25% target for 

3.1.2 Eligible Spend and Eligible Commissions 
Online is still a young medium compared to television or radio, in terms
development of the underlying technologies and in the way that co
and delivered by developers or producers – the common language and
the television market do not yet exist. The creative mar

of highly talented and influential individuals who work on their own. 

Despit

adopt a different approach to external supply than that suggested by th
odel.

irst, the proposed definition of investment that counts as external will in

Distinct editorial propositions – editorial propositions which are comm

• Creative inputs to the production of web products and services, inc
content, design and technical effort (but clearly excluding elements su
or telephony) 

Second, there are some exclusions from the online budget, to which the
not apply.  BBC spend on web hosting and distribution is not a part of
to which a quota applies (though it is of course 100% outsourced, to Siem

In the case of television, News is not subject to the independent product
because a single o
of trust, impartiality, and because there are clear economies of sca
the creation of TV News.   The same compelling arguments of scale an

16



2006/07 therefore means an increase of £4-5m. Within that budget, the BBC aims
to put out to tender a number of substantial elements of the service.

her
ow it can work together to achieve the 

target for external spend.   In the course of this process, management has identified 
a

• C internet platform has evolved over the lifetime of the service and is 
s can be difficult

• The BBC does not have bedded down systems and processes to facilitate 
nd to enable

technical and editorial compliance from its suppliers 

me more
ents.

framework by Christmas which will cover all 
aspects of the commissioning process, technical and editorial guidance, means of 
contact between content creators and the BBC, and some outstanding rights issues. 

de the appointment of a BBC vendor/relationship manager to represent 

As the revised remit specifies, bbc.co.uk is tasked with guiding audiences to the best 
c wn content. In
f a much
more significant focus for the BBC than they have been in the past.   The key to 
a linking:

• BBC management has recently clarified its Online Guidelines for linking to 
external sites. The Guidelines now provide many more examples of appropriate 
links to external sites (though the BBC must nevertheless always consider the 
need for impartiality and for high quality standards in linking to external sites)

3.1.3 Challenges and Timetable 
BBC management is currently consulting industry players, PACT and ot
representative organisations, to establish h

number of challenges which must be overcome:

The BB
highly complex – integrating third party content and application
and costly 

external commissioning – to communicate its requirements a

• The BBC’s approach to contracting in the online space needs to beco
simple and flexible, and there is work to do on the rights arrangem

BBC management will publish an agreed

It will inclu
external suppliers in their dealings with the BBC. 

3.2  Linking

ontent provided by others on the internet as well as creating its o
uture, editorially-relevant links and direction to others’ resources will be

chieving this will be a more systematic and transparent approach to
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• ks, based on
the links they

nsparent to
eans that new non-BBC

• nline
re it is difficult

b page, bbc.co.uk
find the most appropriate site

• rmation

• presenting external links to audiences to 
encourage them to travel beyond bbc.co.uk. This includes exploring ways for 

nces to rate

gement will
xternal links from each area of bbc.co.uk, and 

performance will be reviewed by Governors.   This will encourage editors and 
producers to direct audiences from the BBC into the wider web.  Governors will audit 
and publish the numbers of external links to help demonstrate how effectively the 

as a trusted guide to the web.

a better partner.
In the internet environment there is a particularly broad range of opportunities for 

C’s partners.
These span relationships within the online industry, such as the BBC’s sharing of 

s, and relationships outside the industry, including with the 
UK Film Council which will lead to bbc.co.uk’s online showcase of short films.

The Graf Review also drew attention to the difficulty that third party organisations 
experience in engaging with the BBC. To address this issue, BBC management 
proposes to adopt a new approach to partnerships for the online service, set out 
below. The approach includes:

BBC management will publish criteria for the selection of external lin
editorial relevance and trustworthiness; each site editor will review
offer every six months.  This will make the process of selection tra
both audiences and also to external providers, and m
sites will have the chance to be assessed as they are launched

bbc.co.uk will promote its external web search as an element of the o
service to encourage people to search for external resources. Whe
to present the full range of appropriate links on a single BBC we
will direct people to its search engine to help them

News and Sport are trialling a service to link to alternative news/info
providers to provide a range of perspectives on news stories 

BBC management will try new ways of

audiences to submit their favourite links to the BBC, and for all audie
bbc.co.uk’s links according to their usefulness. 

Finally, as part of the performance management process, the BBC mana
set targets for the audiences’ use of e

BBC is acting

3.3  Partnership 
In Building Public Value the BBC makes a commitment to becoming

partnerships which create value for licence fee payers and for the BB

content with other provider
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• the BBC is interested in developing,

• will bring to any partnership – a
Partnership Code, which will be published later this year 

nd one or
r a sustained

er and the
tionships

ries procures or sells or commercially exploits goods, 
materials, services or rights – though these types of relationship, and fair dealings in 

to our success.

3.3
vious BBC

aking on a network of successful partnerships. Because digital 
technology can open up content and assets to be shared more widely by other 

ity is

Public Value, 2004

New Media management is now focused on identifying partnerships which can assist 
in h tise projects which:

• Connect BBC audiences to the widest range of UK talent and creativity; and 

• Support innovation and growth in the UK online market. 

ustrate what

Ensuring the widest access to BBC content 
The BBC needs to work with the industry to ensure that the widest possible audience 
has access to its content, through syndicating and distributing our content to other 
websites, broadband service providers and mobile portals. The BBC’s approach 

An account of the types of partnerships
which clarifies BBC objectives and expectations 

Some principles and standards which the BBC

A partnership is defined as a strategic collaboration between the BBC a
more public or private sector organisations which aims to deliver, ove
period, mutually beneficial “added value” outcomes for the BBC, its partn
public. The Partnership Code is not primarily designed to cover any rela
whereby the BBC or its subsidia

them, are also critical

.1 Partnership activity
“The BBC’s new digital mission will depend more than any pre
undert

organisations, the multiplier benefit of the BBC in the wider commun
growing”

Building

t e delivery of its public value vision, and will priori

• Ensure the widest access to BBC content across platforms; 

Set out below is an account of these objectives, providing examples to ill
the BBC might expect from partners and what it might offer. 
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involves working with the industry as a whole through the provision of open content
feeds, and through partnering with those companies with shared objectives. 

ailable for use
for others to

In addition to this open content-sharing, selected partnerships 
can deliver greater audience access to our content – for example in the BBC’s 

Looking forward, the BBC will expand the library of content which is av
on third party websites and will further simplify the processes required
use BBC material.

relationship with AOL: 

Model for partnership: Content Distribution with AOL 

AOL users are very loyal to AOL and are relatively low users of BBC content.
We worked with AOL to identify areas of our site which match their audience – and 
their users now have direct access to the BBC’s Radio Player, Gardening Magazine,
Kids games, Top Of The Pops, and News Analysis.

Through this partnership, the BBC is able to assess the impact of new services on
the market. BBC management’s understanding of AOL’s commercial imperatives has
improved, ensuring that the BBC complements AOL’s other content suppliers rather 
than competing directly. For example, the BBC now provides a feed of links to the 
background and analysis content on BBC News which complements their core news
feed from PA. 

Connecting BBC audiences to the widest range of UK talent and creativity 
There are also opportunities to work with other websites or public organisations as 

wisecontent allies to widen access to valuable or innovative content not other
available online.

Model for partnership: New Cinema Fund Collaboration 

BBC New Media and the UK Film Council are planning to work together to develop a
unique site to support the UK film industry. The site will be a platform for the UK Film
Council’s library of shorts, around which the BBC aims to develop a community site,
supporting the UK film industry. Through this collaboration, the UK will have a site 
dedicated to the distribution of short films, which would otherwise lack access to an 
audience. The BBC will play an active role in promoting the film industry, while the 
content itself will clearly demonstrate the benefit of broadband.
This project exemplifies the ways in which the BBC’s online capability can to bring a 
wide variety of creative content to the UK public. The Film Council lacks the resource 
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to develop a site dedicated to the display of these shorts, but through collaboration
with the BBC, is able to offer them to a wider audience. 

Placing digital services at the centre of the BBC’s activities demands an innovative 
designed to deliver these services. The

market (and Philip Graf) expect the BBC to promote innovation, and partnerships 
can play a significant role in delivering this objective: 

• can work with
iences

• Ensuring BBC learning is shared – the BBC can encourage others to innovate 

ip

Support innovation and growth in the UK online market

approach to content, and to the technologies

Partnering to trial new content and technology services - the BBC
the industry to offer innovative services to our aud

through joint working on the development of new products. 

Model for partnerships: iMP (interactive media player) technical trial partnersh

The BBC aims to create consumer value by offering audiences on demand access to
its television and radio content. To do so, BBC management is developing the iMP, 
an innovative technology which could be of value not just to the BBC but the wider
broadcast and new media markets. 

However, the iMP’s success depends on partnerships with internet network 
operators – and a trial partnership has been established with a group of these
companies to review their reaction to the service and include them in the BBC’s
learning.

Five partner operators are involved in the BBC’s technical trial of the iMP. Each
partner will receive an analysis of user habits, likes and dislikes.  The BBC and its 
partners will be able to better understand the impact of this kind of service on the 
network and on service quality. Closer relationships of this nature improve the 
BBC’s understanding of market impact and provide relevant information for the
Governors’ application of the Public Value Test to innovative services. 

3.3.2 Partnership Code 
Feedback from the industry and the Graf review clearly indicates that the BBC needs 
to change its partnership practices. At a pan-BBC level a Partnership Code is in the 
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process of being drafted which will shape how the organisation partners in the future. 
T

build public
for the people of the UK and the BBC values will underpin all our partner 

• Opening up the BBC – communicating the BBC’s strategy and providing 

the BBC will be professional, transparent and timely in all
urces to

mitment

• l integrity cannot

ill be a

B C New Media will make
t

• s, providing
legitimate channels for feedback and a timely response to enquiries 

• a consistent representative within New Media 
oject

• ct objective

• motivation of
partners and valuing the outcome in partners’ terms, not just the BBC’s. 

• artnership process – documenting and tracking meetings prior to 
contractual sign off to clarify commitments and deliverables on both sides.

and building to more
ambitious projects. 

• Limit bureaucracy – reviewing legal requirements to create documentation in line 
with the market. 

The Partnership Code sets out three areas of activity which are off limits: 

he Code will cover five areas:

• Sharing commitment and values – the common purpose will be to
value
activity;

timely information on partnering opportunities; 

• Working together –
of its partnership communication and will provide the internal reso
deliver this com

Limits of partnership – BBC airtime is not for sale and editoria
be cast into doubt; 

• Redress – if the BBC does not honour these commitments, there w
formal channel for complaint. 

ased on lessons from existing dealings with the industry, BB
he following commitments, following the broad BBC Partnership Code: 

Regular and timely communication – informing partners of plan

Consistent BBC contact – providing
across all partnerships, and account managers where the scale of pr
warrants it. 

Clarity in objectives - both internally and with the partner, the proje
should be clear and agreed from the onset. 

Understand their business – educating the BBC about the business

Formalised p

• Set realistic expectations – starting small to prove success
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• nces accept money or other services in 

• sation or
ation in return for their promotion of the BBC or a BBC programme or BBC 

• The BBC will not enter into partnership with organisations with whom a 
relationship may lead to doubts about the editorial integrity of the BBC’s output. 

The BBC will not under any circumsta
exchange for broadcast coverage or publicity 

The BBC cannot agree or give on-air promotion to an outside organi
public
service.
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4. Governance 

In
from senior 
ponsible for

addressing this requirement, the following measures are suggested for 

• ytical resources, fully independent from senior 
ices and to ensure

• et sector

• Establish transparent processes for Board of Governors validation and 

The ry but there the
reco list new
media experience and competition law expertise should be appointed and that

“the governors should have access to independent analytical advice on 
te strategy for

investment in new services and to understand market impact. Any advice 
should be published.” 

ommendations.

overnance
ly of

management and is resourced to enable it to do so effectively.

Building Public Value outlines how the Chairman and Governors will be supported by 
a dedicated unit, comprising staff with a wide range of skills and expertise working 
solely for the Board. The Director of the new Governance Unit has now taken up his 
post and one of his first tasks will be to determine what skills and expertise are 
needed in the Unit to complement those on the Board.

Chapter 10 of his report, Philip Graf recommends that:
“The Board of Governors should become more independent
executive management. Whilst the Governors should be res

consideration:

Develop more extensive anal
management, for the assessment of BBC Online’s serv
compliance with competition policy 

Develop expertise on the Board of Governors in the Intern

communication of BBC Online’s strategy and for the assessment of 
performance against this strategy”. 

se recommendations are then echoed in the Executive Summa
mmendations more specifically suggest that Governors with specia

specifically new media matters in order, for example, to evalua

This section outlines how Governors plan to respond to these rec

4.1 Independent analytical advice 
Governors have already outlined a number of changes to the BBC’s G
system which will ensure that the Board of Governors acts independent
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The Unit’s role will be to provide advice to Governors, independen
that is based on a combination of further analysis of management’s dat
externally commissioned insight. Where the Unit deems further advic
will commission it from external industry figures. Indeed, Governors ha
received independent advice from an external new media exp

t of management,
a and

e necessary, it
ve already

ert in determining the
d.

The BBC’s compliance with competition policy will also be monitored by the Fair 
Trading Compliance Committee with advice from external experts as necessary. 

4.2 Access to specialist industry knowledge 
t Governors

d expertise
extensive

ilding Public
Board and

reement
’s recommendation that specific positions on the Board should be explicitly 

allocated to specialists in particular fields. Instead, the new Governance Unit will 
needed, and

ed as

This does not, of course, mean that experts in new media or competition law should 
eed, the recently appointed Vice Chairman 

ich will be
mittee.

4.3 Transparency of governance processes 
G v e scrutiny
they apply to both the BBC’s performance and its strategy, more objective and 
transparent. In order to achieve this, a new framework for publicly scrutinising the 
BBC’s activities was announced in Building Public Value. This framework will be 
applied to bbc.co.uk along with all other services. It consists of three new elements: 

• One or more service licences will specify how bbc.co.uk will serve the public 
interest

new remit for bbc.co.uk and of the proposed target for external spen

Appointments to the Board are a matter for Ministers and the DCMS bu
caution against too much specialisation. The broad range of skills an
brought to the Board by its current membership of 12 is critical for the
business for which it has responsibility. Given the changes set out in Bu
Value which are intended to strengthen the expertise available to the
establish clear independence from management, Governors are not in ag
with Graf

provide all Governors with specialist industry knowledge and support as
will be resourced to commission additional external advice commission
necessary.

be excluded from joining the Board. Ind
Anthony Salz, brings competition law and governance experience wh
utilised in his role as Chairman of the Fair Trading Compliance Com

o ernors have already recognised the need to make their role, and th
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• A comprehensive independent review of bbc.co.uk will take
every 5 years, supplemented with a mid-term review after three w
recognises th

place at least
hich

e particular challenges presented by the rate of development in

e Governors when BBC management
es any significant changes to bbc.co.uk

e service
which will define its budget, remit, conditions and

objectives. Governors will use service licences to ensure that each BBC service is 

ce against
e licence(s)

accountability
s online activities.

The terms of a service licence will only be subject to change if a review indicates the 
ent Reviews,

k. Such a
low).

set out in
ice licence(s).

ice licences will be a key responsibility of the Governance Unit.

e licences, and
ort on

icy in each annual

A transparent process is being put in place as part of the introduction of service 
licences which will enable Governors independently to investigate allegations that 
bbc.co.uk is operating beyond the terms of its remit. While complaints will be 
addressed by management in the first instance, there will be a right of appeal to the 
Governors, which will be administered by the Governance Unit on the Governors’ 
behalf. The Unit will be empowered to seek external advice as necessary.

the online market 

• A public value test will be applied by th
propos

Service licences 
As with all other BBC services, bbc.co.uk will be subject to one or mor
licences issued by the Governors

focused on serving the public interest.

The service licence(s) will make bbc.co.uk’s purpose and its performan
commitments more transparent to Governors and the public. Because th
will run for a number of years it will also offer greater predictability and
to commercial services which are potentially affected by the BBC’

need for change in order to deliver greater public value (see Independ
below) or if management proposes a significant change to bbc.co.u
proposal would be subject to the public value test (see be

The new remit which Governors have agreed for bbc.co.uk and which is
this submission will form the basis for the specification of its serv
Serv

The annual Statements of Programme Policy will be based on servic
will set out shorter-term commitments for services. Governors will rep
bbc.co.uk’s performance against its Statement of Programme Pol
report.
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Independent reviews 
Governors will commission a major review of bbc.co.uk as a whole e
supplemented by a mid-term review after three. The mid-term review re
particular nature and the rapid rate of development of the online market.
the review is for Governors to assess how effectively bbc.co.uk is perform

very five years,
flects the
The aim of
ing against

the terms of its service licence(s) and delivering public value, and will take account of 

ation which
. The results

the terms
of the service licence.  Where Governors choose not to act on the views expressed 

r their decisions.

ll be adopted
tion in all

ublic Value Test
to existing

(iMP). The test will
dividual) and citizen benefits of a proposal against its 

costs. As part of this, Governors will commission an independent assessment of its 
he test aims to

rent,

demand major
investment or have significant implications for commercial competitors will be subject 

ue Test if
No proposal will

be approved unless it passes the test – it must indicate that the public value 
.

While Governors are responsible for setting bbc.co.uk’s budget and its Statement of 
Programme Policy, and in future will determine its service licence(s), the bulk of 
decisions about what sites bbc.co.uk operates, or how it allocates its budget rest with 
management. The public value framework of which the Public Value Test is a part is 
therefore critical in ensuring that management makes these operational decisions in 

the current state of the market.

The reviews will be informed by detailed audience research and consult
will evaluate the public value of the service as well as its market impact
of this review will be published, and will be used to inform any changes to

during this consultation, Governors will explain clearly the reasons fo

Public Value Test 
Building Public Value details a new public value framework which wi
across the organisation to ensure that public value is the main considera
decision-making. As part of this, Governors will formally apply the P
to assess management proposals for new services or major changes
services, such as iCan and the proposed Interactive Media Player
weigh up the consumer (in

likely market impact - a key element of this evaluation process. T
make Governors’ consideration of management proposals more transpa
consistent and comprehensive.

Any proposed significant changes to bbc.co.uk’s output which

to this test before approval. Governors will similarly apply the Public Val
management proposes any major changes to its service licence(s).

outweighs any negative impact. The results of the test will be published
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the public interest. Once Governors have approved the test, man
charged with ensuring that the public value framework

agement will be
is adopted across the

organisation as the basis on which all decisions must be made. 

rement
performance.
hould be a

consistent approach to the oversight of the online service running from the Board of 
f day-to-day management.

The framework is focused on public value. The main indicators are: 

• Impact, as measured by usage and impact beyond immediate consumption 

hole of the
online service and for each major element of the service, such as News and 

t will be
c.co.uk’s
Internet.

eek indicators
e BBC’s objectives. Philip Graf’s report recognised that the 

measurement and performance process was improving over time and Governors will 
ensure that this trend continues. The new Governance Unit will support Governors in 
ensuring that they receive appropriate and relevant reports from management, and 
by providing its own independent analysis and expert opinion, externally 
commissioned as necessary.

Measurement
In Building Public Value the BBC has already announced a new measu
framework against which both Governors and management will assess
This framework is intended to address Philip Graf’s concern that there s

Governors, through the Executive and down to the level o

• Reach 

• Quality, ie audience appreciation 
• Value for money.

The Governors will review performance using this framework for the w

Children’s content.  Among the measures on which Governors will repor
performance against the target for external spend, and the success of bb
linking strategy which aims to direct users of bbc.co.uk out into the wider

As online measurement becomes more sophisticated, Governors will s
that increasingly reflect th
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